Introduction
Let G be a finite group of order g having exactly k conjugate classes. Let n(G) denote the set of prime divisors of g. K. A. Hirsch [4] has shown that g = k modulo 2 G.C.D.{(£ 2 -l) \p e n{G)} (provided 2f g).
By the same methods we prove g = k modulo G.C.D. {(p -I) 2 | p e n{ and that if G is a />-group, g = k modulo (p-l)(p where r and n are integers 2£ 0, p is a prime, e is 0 or 1, andg = p 2n+e . This has been established using representation theory by Philip Hall [3] (see also [5] ). If
-1). It follows that & has the form (n-\-r(p-l))(p

d = G.C.D. {(p-l)(p*-i) \p en(G)}
then simple examples show (for 6 -f g obviously) that g = k modulo 6 or even (5/2 is not generally true.
If G is ap-growp, W. Burnside [2] and N. Blackburn [1] have shown that the statements G has a conjugate class of maximum order and G has maximum nilpotent class are equivalent. It seems reasonable that if G has minimum (conjugate) class number it would have classes of maximum order; indeed, we show that if g = p m (m = 2n-\-e) and k = n(p 2 -l)+p e then G has maximum nilpotent class, and we calculate exactly how many classes G has of each order. Such strong conditions hold for these groups that we can show that they only exist for m < />+3. This extends some results we obtained in [5] for 2-groups.
Background
Let G denote a finite group of order g, where g has prime decomposition g = IT"-i(^r'). a n d l e t n i G ) = {Pi \ i - [3]
Finite groups with k conjugate classes 51 PROOF. This is equivalent to a statement of Hirsch [4] ; we outline the proof. We note first that q{q 2 
The relation
The number of solutions x,y eG of the equation
if and only if it is a generator of an abelian subgroup H of G, so gk = 2Habeiian,<f(H)£2(p(^)) where p(H) is the number of pairs of generators of H. Let
PROOF. This is trivially true if m is 1 or 2. If m S:
2 -l) = 0 modulo 6. The following lemma is of some interest in itself, and is modelled on one of Hirsch ([4] , p. 99).
LEMMA. If p m \\ g, p odd, and t is the number of non-trivial cyclic p-subgroups of G then G contains exactly fip m solutions of the equation x"" = 1, (p-l) | (fi-1), and t = m+[ft-l)l(p-l) modulo (p-l).
PROOF. By Frobenius' Theorem, G has fip m solutions of x"" = 1. Each non-trivial solution generates a non-trivial cyclic ^>-group. Let G have A, We would like to show that g ES k modulo d for all groups (6 \ g). By Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, it seems we would need to extend Corollary 3.5: if p m || g, p ^z 2, and t is the number of cyclic non-trivial ^-subgroups of G then t = m modulo p-l-We present some counterexamples to these conjectures.
Let p and q be primes such that p \ {q-1), and let 1 < a < q be such Although we cannot show that g = k modulo 8 or even <5/2 in general then, we can still extend Hirsch's result slightly.
PROPOSITION, g = k modulo G.C.D.{(p-l) 2 \pen(G)} if g is odd.
PROOF. Let
r = G.C.D.{{p-l)*\pen{G)}= [G.C.D.{(p~l) \p en(G)}]* say.
As every element of G generates a cyclic subgroup of G,
where H ( and A are as in Lemma 3. 
2{G.C.D.{(p*-l) \pen(G)})] if g is odd.
Proposition 3.9 says, for example, if n(G) = {19,37}, then g == k modulo (18) 2 , whereas Hirsch's theorem states g = k modulo (16)(18).
k(G) = f(g)
In this section, G will always denote a group of order p m , p prime. We The case of p -2 and k(G) = / x (g) has been examined in [5] .
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